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PRICE FIVE CENTS.

DURAND HINTS AT BIG CUT IN FIGURES
Portland's Lists Arrive at Washington.
WEEK IS NEEDED ON WORK
Reduction Not So Great in Proportion as in Tacoma.

OTHER FIGURES OUT TODAY
Special Agents Are Now Busy Re- 
checking Revenue to Seattle and 
Spokane — Revenue Expected to be 
\$14,200,000.

LAND.

William Potts's Case In Colonial 
Veterans' Home Resolved at Salem.

LAURA.

SEATTLE IS LEFT IN WAKE

KANSAS FIGHT HOT; RIVAL CLAIMS OUT
Both Parties Say They Will Carry State.

B. F. STONE.

INDEX OF TODAY'S NEWS
City's Growth Commercially Unsurpassed.

GHOST COMES TO RESCUE
Girl Trusts Denver's Declaration.

KANSAS.

STANDPATTERS ARE ANGRY
Alleged Aid by Insurgents in Desmo 
ines Caucus Shows to Be Node. 

PAPA COMES TO RESCUE
Girl Trusts Denver's Declaration.

KANSAS.

S36 LATE, RACE TO DYING SIRENTLES
FOUR HOURS' WAITERS ADDS 
THREE DAYS TO TRIP.

OUTLOOK.
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